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What problem did our research address?
• We need a sense of the scale of ride-hailing impacts…
• Cities do greenhouse gas inventories to understand their communityscale contributions to climate change.
• There has previously been no off-the-shelf method for including ridehailing as a distinct emissions source.

• …to inform well-prioritized climate action…
• Community-scale inventories frame the policy discussion and inform
the menu of action items.
• People* have little quantitative intuition or automatic sense of scale,
so without tools for an emissions source, the menu is incomplete.

• …and to provoke better state and local policy discussions.
• Few regulations require disclosures of any kind, much less the data we
need to quantify emissions (direct and indirect effects)…
• …yet without quantified emissions to point at, it’s hard to motivate
people* to probe for new data.
* “People” includes policy makers and climate activists.

Emissions omission: the case of San Francisco
The top chart shows San Francisco’s
reported emissions. Ride-hailing does not
appear separately.
The bottom chart shows the same
emissions, but with our estimate of the
local emissions from ride-hailing.
(Based on Fehr and Peers (2019). Details in the full report.)

The re-accounting reveals that ride-hailing
is a distinctly medium-sized emissions
source: smaller than energy in buildings
or the rest of transportation, but larger
than the emissions of municipal
government operations or the methane
from landfills.
Note: This calculation captures only the
direct emissions from ride-hailing, so it’s
(sort of) a lower bound.

Additional motivation?

Methodology
• Literature review
• Direct impacts, indirect impacts
• Policy efforts to require data from new mobility businesses, including
ride-hailing firms
• Data availability

• Review of GHG accounting protocols and tools
• Consider direct impacts (vehicle emissions), indirect impacts
(congestion, modal shift)
• Examine policy efforts to require data from new mobility businesses,
including ride-hailing firms
• Transportation demand models (typically for MPOs / metro regions)

• Seek feasible methods at intersection of impacts, data
• Draw transparently and appropriately on existing protocols
• Be intelligible to practitioners currently creating GHG inventories
• Remain aware of capacity constraints among practitioners

Major Findings
• Our literature review – please read it!
• Emerging patchwork of evidence that ride-hailing has a lot to answer
for on all fronts (congestion, VMT intensity, modal shift)
• Clear support for the basic rationale of the project: ride-hailing
matters, will matter more over time

• Despite challenges, there are ways to do this…
• …now, with our estimation methods. At least in some cases.
• …very soon, with the outputs of California’s SB 1014 rule-making.
• …before too long, with transportation demand models.

• We will need policy fixes and methodology refinements.
• Policy to require data disclosure by ride-hailing firms.
• Methodology (complex modeling and simple tools) to use the data as it
becomes available.

Major Findings (methodology guidance example)
• Guidance for opportunistic use of ASIF framework in protocol
• Activity is from transportation models, so many communities have it.
• We offer ways to use existing literature to estimate mode share.
• Intensity and Fuel are fleet characterization variables; region- or statewide averages are viable, but ride-hailing firms could disclose more.

• California’s Clean Miles Standard will generate detailed
versions of mode share, intensity, and fuel

Barriers and Surprises
• Barriers
• Lack of data from ride-hailing firms…
• …or put another way, absence of disclosure regulations.
• Wide range of data inputs to and outputs from transportation demand
models at various scales (very little is drag and drop).

• Surprises
• Importance of congruence of geographic unit (e.g., Fehr and Peers’
geographic units of “core county” and “region” driven by data
availability, not conceptual coherence).
• Scale of challenge of credibly quantifying indirect effects (congestion,
modal shift).

Barriers (example)
• Geographic units are…
• Units of data availability
• Common units of analysis for GHG
inventories (that already exist
• Not always coherently similar for
analytical purposes

• Note the differences in:
• Scale of region
• Size of “core county” relative to entire
multi-county “region”
• Population density

• Happy coincidence for our example:
• The City of San Francisco has a GHG
inventory.
• The City and the County are the same,
so we could do the math easily!

Fehr and Peers 2019

Research Opportunities
• What would we do if you had more funding?
• Engage a group of cities and/or metro regions to include ride-hailing in more
GHG inventories – and see how people react.
• Pay the transportation modeling folks and big data providers to generate a
bundle of scenarios, tentative answers.

• What knowledge gaps must be filled?
• More of all of the basic data: better data on ride-hailing trips and VMT, better
understanding of congestion effects, much more research on intermodal
decision making.
• Shift awareness and quantification efforts toward a systems approach to local
transportation-related GHG emissions, i.e., granular disaggregation as a way to
foster more multimodal holism.

